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David Luy's Dominus Mortis is an economically written and carefully argued study
that is critical of the widespread modern interpretation of Martin Luther's so-called "pas-
sibilist" Christology. What characterizes such contemporary readings, says Luy, is the total
alteration of the classical doctrine of God in Luther's Christology. However, this modern
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reading of Luther-what Luy terms the "divergence interpretation" -supposes that the
reformer instituted the notion that God suffers in the incarnate person of Christ. It also
supposes that Luther outpaces the accepted impassibilist views of the schoolmen before
his time. Moreover, Iaither's dismissal of God's impassibility, divergent readings wiu say,
is found in a modification of two-nature Christology: that is, the idea that there is a "com-
munication of proper qualities" (communicatio idiomatum) between the divine and human
natures in the unity of the person of Christ. The outcome is the claim in some modern theo-
logical circles that Christ's divine nature shares equally in the sufferings of his humanity. On
Luy's reading, Luther nowhere rejects the doctrine of divine impassibility. It is therefore the
primary aim of Dominus Mortis to demonstrate the historical inaccuracy of the divergence
interpretation of Luther.

More precisely, Luy's study ?infolds across three carefully controlled "stages." The first
stage, comprising chapter 1, is perhaps worth the price of the book alone. The chapter is a
close literature review of the major theological works comprising the divergence interpreta-
tion of Luther. Readers will find themselves embarking upon an exegeti'cal and philosophi-
cal foray into several modern strands of Lutheran dogmatics that have produced the diver-
gence interpretation itself. And while the initial chapter is, in Luy's words, "a bit tedious," it
nevertheless meets its intended mark, namely, "to call the reader's attention to the various
imerpretive daims, which couectively account for the presumption of plausibility that pas-
sibilist appropriations of Luther now enjoy in contemporary theology" (9).

The second stage of Dominus Mortis, which makes up chapters 2 through 4, seeks
to examine serially the claims of the divergence interpretation itself. Chapter 2 finds Luy
demonstrating Luther's constant use of the classical doctrine of "suppositional carrying" as
an explanation of the hypostatic union; chapter 3 treats the communicatio idiomatum and
determines that Luther maintains the doctrine of divine impassibility as a principal item
in his Christological reflections; and chapter 4 shows how the incorruptibility of God in
the very midst of creaturely suffering conveys the essential core of Luther's soteriology. The
result of this second stage of Luy's work is the critical rejection of the divergence reception
as a sustaiiiable reading of Luther's Christology. Instead, Luy states: "Only if Clirist's divinity
remains wholly incorruptible in the jaws of death can Christ plunge into humanity's low
estate and rise up victorious from it" (193).

Pinally, the third stage of the study (chap. 5) ofFers a constructive reprisal of the con-
temporary misappropriation of Iaither's theology. This section, however, is regrettably brief.
It is "regrettable" tn the sense that here we find Luy at his best, though in abridgement:
insights that betray the contours of a weu-ordered dogmatic reflection on the topic of Chris-
tology. Yet while this constructive stage is brief in its contents, it nevertheless evokes a fresh
gesture toward Luther's theology, namely, that Luther's Christology is indeed significant
for "a constructive retriemk of premodern conceptualities in a contemporary theological
setting" (217).

More broadly considered, Dominus Mortis cannot have been an easy study to under-
take. It raises large objections to a rather popular reception of Luther in the present theolog-
ical climate. That popular reception is, moreover, largely disorganized and dispersed across
many theological and philosophical landscapes, and thus tends to repel inquiries about first
principles. Yet for all its dissent from the current divergent reception of Luther's C&istol-
ogy, Luy's book remains measured and is never entirely caustic towards the passibilist posi-
tion. Luy simply and civilly dismantles the divergence interpretation from within, namely,
as he retrieves Luther himse}f.
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What, therefore, is to be made of Luy's primary aim of rebutting the divergent read-
ing of Luther? That the suffering of Christ on the cross is the center of gravity in Luther's
work is incontrovertible. For many divergent admirers of Luther's corpus, this is one of its
most persuasive qualities, the very source of the brazen affirmation of a passibilist render-
ing of Christology. Luy comes to a different conclusion: that the divergent reading misap-
propriates and mischaracterizes Luther's own recognition of Christology by failing to speak
adequately of its historical and exegetical source. That condusion reveals a different set of
concerns in the historical theology of Luther: one attentive to God in himse?f and insist-
ing that we understand Christological concepts only when we understand their causes. We
understand, with Luther, that the incarnate Son of God enters "into the condition of suffer-
ing human beings" without losing himself'; and this nearness of God is understood only as
human creatures "participate through faith" in the "deathless might that is manifest in the
Sori's glorious resurrectiorl' (242).

The divergence interpretation of Luther has gone largely unchallenged from this wider
vantage point. Luy's book serves to redirect reception of Luther's work to another, perhaps
less popular, and certainly less modern set of questions. It summons the reader to conclude
that, for Luther, only the non-suffering God can truly help the suffering of human creatures.
If Luy is right in his "non-divergent" reading, then proponents of the doctrine of divine
impassibility have had an ally in Luther au along, contrary to the ocdusion cast by divergent
readings.
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